present a model of stock market price fluctuations incorporating effects of share supply as a history-dependent function of previous purchases and share demand as a function of price deviation from moving averages. Price charts generated show intervals of oscillations switching amplitude and frequency suddenly in time, forming price and trading volume patterns well-known in market technical analysis. Ultimate price trends agree with traditional predictions for specific patterns. The consideration of dynamically evolving supply and demand in this model resolves the apparent contradiction with the Efficient Market Hypothesis: perceptions of imprecise equity values by a world of investors evolve over non-negligible periods of time, with dependence on price history.
I. INTRODUCTION
A fundamental tenet underlying chart technical analysis is the belief that future changes in prices of market securities are predictable, within a range of precision, based on the prior history of traded prices and volume (number of shares traded in one time period). Extensive literature exists detailing different methods of technical analysis; see for example Pring (1991) and Edwards and Magee (1992) . Numbers of chart technicians and their organizations past and present have traded profitably using these methods. Chart technical analysis has traditionally not been seriously regarded by academic researchers, however, due to the apparent paradox that if all future prices are foreseeable due to well-known techniques, then trades by analysts must always be too late to profit from predictions (an application of the Efficient Market Hypothesis). Market technicians, behavioral economists, and presumably all discretionary investors and analysts, resolve this paradox as due to slow *Tel." (973) Fax: (973) 726-0910, e-mail: pinetreescsw@worldnet.att Day (1997) has recently developed a model of market price action in the absence of information shocks that takes into account investor supply and demand and interactions due to market mediation (by a specialist or marketmaker). Prices generated by his model exhibit chaotic, quasi-periodic behavior-irregular oscillations which do not follow a simple regular formula-and patterns similar to well-known formations from technical analysis. Wang (1998) DA[P(t)] CA max{1 P(t)/PA avg(t), O} n,
and (4) and (5) determine functions Si and Di, from which Eqs. (1) and (2) generate V(0), P(1) and Piavg(t). Equation (6) then generates Ni (p, 1). The routine repeats, using values at time to generate values at time t/ 1. Due to limits on computational power, ownership functions Ni(p, t) were approximated in actual calculations as total stock purchased at prices within unit intervals of p rather than at actual prices p (i.e., as discrete rather than continuous functions). For reasonably large values of p, this approximation did not qualitatively affect results. Also due to computational limits, just 3 investor types were modeled in Section II: long-term value investor, short-term buyer-on-dips, and short-term buyerof-trends. While diversity is no doubt much greater in real markets, it was hoped that important features of real markets would still appear in this model approximation.
Some comments are in order regarding the constant parameters in Eqs. (4) and (5) Parameter CA and exponent (n-3.5) of price dependence are the same as in Figure 1, (20) is between the totals for the preceding two scenarios in Sections IV.1 and IV.2, implying a neutral to moderately bullish market environment given that several other parameters are the same. The actual price/volume chart calculation in Figure 5 confirms the bullish environment and reproduces the cup-and-handle pattern discussed extensively by O'Neil (1995) Computer resources used to produce this paper were made available by Pinetree Management, Inc.
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